
SECTOR OVERVIEW - 
SPECIALTY CROPS

In 2014, when Élan RDC started working with the Congolese cocoa and coffee sectors, buyers had poor
perception of the country, comprising of inconsistent quality and poor reliability. Business was complex and
taxes were high leading to DRC mainly exporting K4 (the “generic” standard) at a discount of 27 US cents per
pound against international market while quantities of K3 (specialty grade) exports were negligible (+-100
metric tons). In addition, production and processing capacity was held back with only seven washing stations
and only 3 entities holding certifications or providing agricultural extension to farmers. Since then, the industry
has experienced tremendous growth as the perception of DRC cocoa and coffee improves. 

Context 

Strategy 

Élan RDC focused on improving the impact of traders on production, processing, access to
finance, and enhancing the collaboration between private sector stakeholders to improve
governance and marketing. 

Production: Ageing tree stocks diminish yield, retard growth, and risk collapse without targeted
regenerative and restorative efforts. In response, Élan RDC supported the expansion of exporter-led
extension to reach more producers and deepen their understanding and use of Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP). 
Processing: Élan RDC supported exporters and cooperatives in developing value-adding structures (e.g.,
washing stations, drying tables, box fermentation units, coffee cupping labs, etc.) and scaling production
with treatment and processing capacity. 
Access to Finance: Traditional financial institutions are still not competitive. However, Élan RDC guided
their understanding on how to engage cocoa and coffee operators and impacted investor entry. The
expansion and increased competition among social impact investors has applied much needed pressure on
banks to refine their offerings. 
Business Environment: Élan RDC provided diverse, but light-touch support for the Congolese industry as
it navigated sensitive policies and potentially contentious debates, including lowering the cocoa and coffee
exports tax and reforms to encourage productive, competitive and equitable cocoa and coffee sectors.  
Marketing: Élan RDC worked with industry to improve relations, information sharing and collective
marketing to promote a unified vision. From the 2015 launch of Saveur du Kivu to the advent of the Congo
Coffee Atlas, provincial, national and international industry have made great strides to put DRC on the map.
At the same time, exporters and cooperatives have deepened sensory skills and capacity as GESI-forward
operators. 
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Results 

Production and processing improvements steered volume and quality growth as 2019-2020 saw 1519 MTs
of K3 (21% of Arabica export) exports produced by more than 100 washing and micro-washing stations (up
from seven in 2011). In the same year, K4 exchanged at market value (27 US cents per pound higher than
in 2014 or 60 US cents per kg). 
Exporter provision of extension services paved the way for good agricultural, governance and equitable
practices to take root as every major exporter (for profit or cooperatives) achieved certification in UTZ,
Organic, Fairtrade and/or one of several other standards. 



Building on the knowledge acquired during previous extension schemes that were
discontinued after development subsidy ended, Élan RDC worked with SCAK to design
a model for sustainable extension services. This rested on two pillars: 1) using the
agronomists as buyers during the harvest season, facilitated thanks to their closeness
with the farmers and 2) capitalizing the training given to farmers through a
certification scheme. Both, the certification scheme and the use of agronomist as
buyer alleviate the costs associated to extension and make it a sustainable operation.
At the end of the subvention period, SCAK kept the team of 30 agronomists that
continue to supervise 7200 farmers in Cocoa, Arabica and Robusta Coffee.

Case study: Extension services and sustainability in
the perennial export agriculture  

Lessons learnt 

Considerations and Process to Integrate Virtual Workshops and Sector Meetings: Over the last 18 months,
the Specialty Crops team identified ways to transition in-person activities to equally engaging virtual sessions. The
design and nature of the Specialty Crops Working Group (SCWG) and Partnership for Gender Equity (PGE)
interventions made them the most vulnerable to COVID-19-related constraints, precluding Élan RDC from engaging
with partners and industry face-to-face. Having completed the standalone sector Regulatory Policy and Taxation
Analysis (AP104), a key ingredient designed to inform the SCWG agenda, alongside partners and the broader industry,
Élan RDC successfully curated virtual lesson plans through which PGE/Élan RDC could deliver GESI trainings and
online meeting spaces conducive to constructive stakeholder discussion to advance a revised SCWG agenda. 
Security: The geographical concentration of Specialty Crops interventions has always made them susceptible to
increases and changes in the security situation. Élan RDC already works closely with partners to ensure the safety of
both the partner and beneficiary. However, in light of more widespread and unpredictable actively among armed
groups in the east, Élan RDC and its partners learned to create more time, space and pathways to safely deliver
programs (e.g., relocating critical gathering/workshops, temporarily pausing, reordering activities, etc.). 
Local Stakeholders Determine the Pace of Change: Several interventions under 1.2 required agreement and buy-
in among public and private sector operators (i.e., SCWG and the underlying sector regulatory policy and taxation
analysis/study). Early into pandemic-related movement restrictions and amid shifting stakeholder priorities, Élan RDC
was relegated to navigating complex discussions covering highly sensitive topics remotely. The technical team found
that it was remarkably challenging and often impossible to advance key activities based on Élan RDC’s pre-COVID-19
timeline within weeks. Ever-mindful of the sensitivity of the topics, and the importance of relations and the need to
preserve a safe and constructive space to advance an agenda that requires public and private sector buy-in, the
pandemic underscored the need for technical assistance providers and donors to be flexible, careful not to force
progress and risk the ability to engage market actors on better terms. 

The emergence and strengthening of associations led to reductions in taxes and fees levied by the state
from 14 to 11%, efforts to prop-up specialty crops fraud and alert systems in North and South Kivu, and
sparked a flurry of joint marketing (e.g., Saveur du Kivu, the Congo Coffee Atlas, the Developing Origins for
the Future series, etc.). 
Qualifying the shift in perception, recognizing progress and seeking to tap into DRC’s potential, Olam
International’s 2017 acquisition of Virunga Coffee Co. marked the operator’s foray into Congolese coffee.
Steady investment and growth paved the way for Nespresso’s 2020 move to source and launch a line of
DRC specialty coffee capsules destined for US markets. 
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Over the years, the range of services included good agricultural practices, seedlings sales and distribution (over 1
million with Élan RDC 1.2), organic / UTZ certification, and a coppicing campaign (over 180 thousand trees with Élan
RDC 1.2). 
 
Nowadays, extension is applied by most exporters (whether or not in combination with certification). However,
while the number of extension services beneficiaries has increased during the past years, many farmers still do not
have access to these schemes and there is more to do. 

Well designed and balanced, extension systems benefit both parties. On one side, the farmer benefits from free training
and intrants, which in turn increases yield and product quality (potentially its price). The farmer also saves on the
intermediary commission when realizing sales directly with the exporter. On the other side, the exporter who support
the costs of the extension program, realizes sufficient added value (either by better market access, price and/or quantity
traded) to offset the scheme’s costs and generate a better margin ceteris paribus. 

Élan RDC designed and promoted extension services schemes since the first day. Various designs were tested including
certification and establishment of processing facilities near to the farms for both major crops, cocoa and coffee. 

1 Private sector led agricultural extension 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Results 

Partners 

Domaine de Katale, SCAK (Société de Commerce et d'Agriculture du Kivu), SOPROCOPIV (Solidarité pour la Production et
la Commercialisation de Produits Industriels et Vivriers), Virunga Coffee Co. (Olam International), Coffeelac, Muvunga, and
COPAK (Compagnie des Produits Agricoles des Kivus) 
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In DRC, the exported coffee quality was below average and only microscopic quantities of coffee were exported as
specialty coffee in 2014. Quality is an essential factor in the price determination of export commodities. The application
of Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) and the use of the right tools, equipment, treatment and processing methods have
determining impact on it. 

Treatment & Processing 

Key Issues 

2

On the treatment and processing level, interventions were geared towards supporting the development of value adding
equipment (e.g., box fermentation units, drying tables, washing/micro washing stations, pulping units and unhulling units,
etc.). These were generally paired with good agricultural practices training. 
 
Interventions saw critically important physical assets constructed, staff trained on operation, and producers gaining
greater access to value addition. The washing stations also served as buying centers for the farmers, allowing them to
avoid intermediaries on the value chain. Common and new processing methods were introduced and piloted in cocoa
and coffee. 
 
 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Following successful coffee washing stations and cocoa fermentation unit pilots, specialty crops quality has
tracked alongside DRC’s elevated international profile. Pilots served as the proof of concept spurring additional
stakeholder investment in improved processing equipment teamed with smallholder farmer support services
(e.g., Twin, Masasi and Kahindo Muvunga). Better quality has helped Congolese exports (exporters and producers)
achieve market rates for K4, up from a discount of 27 US cents in 2014, and thus created a virtuous circle of scale
and sustainability. 

Results 

Partners 

Domaine de Katale, SCAK (Société de Commerce et d'Agriculture du Kivu), SOPROCOPIV (Solidarité pour la Production et
la Commercialisation de Produits Industriels et Vivriers), Virunga Coffee Co. (Olam International), Coffeelac, Muvunga, and
COPAK (Compagnie des Produits Agricoles des Kivus) 
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Exporters and cooperatives in the coffee and cocoa sectors rely on supply chain financing for both operational needs
(i.e., cashflow to ensure liquidity for purchases during harvest) and infrastructure (i.e., investment in value adding assets
such as washing stations, drying tables, fermentation units, etc.). Bound by meticulously calculated risk metrics,
traditional financial institutions such as Equity Bank and Trust Merchant Bank (TMB) do not have the appetite or capacity
to be competitive lenders in the sector. 

Access to Finance 

Key Issues 

3

Thus, Élan RDC first promoted Collateral Management Agreements (CMAs); however, the speed with which specialty crops
move (or operate) proved too challenging for the construct. Élan RDC then intentionally transitioned efforts to attract and
expand social impact investors (e.g., Alterfin, BanQu, Global Partnerships, OIKO, Incofin etc.). As a result, the number of
actors and range of financial services available to exporters and cooperatives has scaled in recent years. One consistently
successful leader has been Élan RDC partner Root Capital. The Root Capital partnership set out to increase the number of
creditworthy operators (e.g., exporters, cooperatives) and diversity accessible investors and investments. 

The Role of Élan RDC 

In just under 11 months, Root Capital dramatically improved its level (and quality) of engagement with existing
clients, expanded capacity to identify prospective clients and grew its portfolio throughout North and South Kivu
(in both value and number of clients). In addition to taking on three new clients and extending over US$1 million in
working capital loans over 18 months, Root Capital launched a tailored set of three new Resilience Challenge
Grants. The objective/purpose of these grants was to enable three high-impact coffee cooperatives to design and
implement community-driven social and environmental programs, tailored to the needs of their supplying farmers
and communities. Resilience Challenge Grant recipients included SOPROCOPIV (to hire additional agronomists,
establish tree nurseries and extend shade tree seedlings to members), Muungano (to construct a multi-purpose
meeting all and women’s group training center), and SOPACDI (to extend GAP training and promote alignment with
Fairtrade standards). 

Results 

Partners 

Root Capital 
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Conducting business in or sourcing specialty crops from DRC has long been accompanied by an elevated level of risk and
unique set of challenges. Worsening matters, as recent as 2014, the excessive number taxes and exorbitant rates levied
on specialty crop exports (a cumulative sum upwards of 14% as compared to 1% in neighbouring Rwanda and Uganda)
resulted in widespread smuggling, harassment and distrust throughout the sector. 
 

Key Issues 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Results 

This resulted in the launch of a fraud and alert system, sweeping tax reductions (totalling a near 10% drop),
stronger associations, and the emergence of new groups (e.g., Initiative des Femmes Congolaises dans le Café &
Cacao (IFCCA), Réseau des Coopératives des Producteurs du Café Cacao (RCPCA), Conseil Interprofessionnel pour
la Promotion de l’Agriculture - CIPA, etc.). The 2015 passage of ministerial Decree 029 Article 73 dramatically
improved the export tax schedule, ushering in a reduction in smuggling and surge in licensed exports. 
 
Led by Comité Professionnel Café & Cacao, Fédération des Entreprises du Congo (FEC), ASSECCAF and other
associations, from 2014 to present, Congolese cocoa and coffee have undergone restorative transformation.
IFCCA was bestowed rights as the Congolese chapter of the International Women's Coffee Alliance (IWCA) and
RCPCA replicated the fraud and alert system first launched by ASSECCAF in North Kivu with Élan RDC’s early
support. 
 
Sector relations and dynamics remain complex. That is to say, work to quell infighting, preserve progress and
institutionalize cooperative agreements remains. However, as associations have matured and regulatory bodies
have evolved, piecing together intricately designed concepts like the Specialty Crops Working Group (SCWG) has
been made possible. 

Public Sector: Office National des Produits Agricoles du Congo (ONAPAC) 
Private Sector: Atlas Coffee Importers; Association des Exportateurs du Cacao Café de la RD Congo (ASSECCAF);
Comité Professionnel Café & Cacao, Fédération des Entreprises du Congo (FEC); Higher Grounds Trading Co.; Réseau
des Coopératives des Producteurs du Café Cacao (RCPCA) 
Hybrid (Public-Private) Associations: African Fine Coffees Association (AFCA) DRC; Conseil Interprofessionnel pour la
Promotion de l’Agriculture (CIPA); Initiative des Femmes Congolaises dans le Café & Cacao (IFCCA); International
Women's Coffee Alliance (IWCA) DRC 
Technical Assistance: Eastern Congo Initiative (ECI); Partnership for Gender Equity (PGE), VIAMO 

Similar to the intentional overlap in production and processing level interventions, business environment and marketing
activities transect public and private operators. A sampling of entities Élan RDC has worked to advance sector reforms,
institutional capacity building and marketing activities include: 

Business Environment 4

Each of these broader and compartmentalized challenges were central to Élan RDC’s strategy. Early business enabling
environment interventions supported the transition of disconnected provincial exporter groups to the nation stage
marked by the launch of the Association des Exportateurs du Cacao Café de la RD Congo (ASSECCAF). Informed by
sector-awakening tax and “roadblocks” analyses (later updated and refined in 2020), subsequent efforts bolstered
institutional capacity, organized the sector and formulated strategies to advocate for pro-business reforms. 

Partners 
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bc4882465019f632b2f8653/t/5c0a958d758d46bff11a1174/1544197523861/Impact+of+Taxation+on+DRC+Coffee+Exports+-+Final+-+DS+-+2.2014.pdf


Early Élan RDC analyses exploring the global market perception of DRC revealed that buyers saw real potential in the
origin, but could not rely on it due to inconsistencies and overly complex systems, rules and processes.  

Marketing 

Key Issues 

5

Alongside efforts to work with Congolese industry associations to frame actional marketing plans, Élan RDC reinforced
how marketing plays into collective sector-wide efforts, as well as individual exporter and cooperative activities. Early
Gender Action Learning System (GALS) methodology pilots with Twin Trading, a UK-based hybrid trading house that also
maintained a technical assistance arm working with 43 producer organisations representing over 300,000 coffee, cocoa
and nut smallholders in 17 countries, and South Kivu-based Muungano Cooperative and internal control system (ICS)
strengthening activities with producer groups throughout eastern DRC paved the way for deeper understanding and
engagement in inclusion-focused activities. 
 
In conjunction with innovative stakeholder-centric approaches, Élan RDC supported DRC’s specialty crop sectors in
producing high-quality national and international events. Concurrently, Élan RDC worked to improve how Congolese
industry interacted and leveraged events by equipping them with the tools and skills necessary to advance their unique
and shared interests. This included the delivery of marketing, communications and media relations trainings for
Congolese cooperatives, exporters and associations. 
 
Alongside annual staple events such as the Specialty Coffee Association Expo and the African Fine Coffees Association
conference, Élan RDC engaged industry to establish and expand Saveur du Kivu, the FFEC Café & Cacao Forum/Expo, and
host DRC’s first-ever in-country AFCA Taste of Harvest. 
 
In addition, teams piloted ground-breaking information sharing activities such as the Coffee Atlas, an online digital
dashboard which enables buyers to explore DRC’s various coffee growing regions, zonal characteristics, flavor profiles,
look into and connect with the cooperatives and exporters who bring Congo’s highly praised coffee to market. Teams
also leveraged unique channels such as mobile network-based decision trees to extend market insights (i.e., Viamo’s 1-5-
5 campaign), created a space virtual for industry to engage buyers (e.g., the Developing Origins for the Future webinar
series), and reinforced the role that regulatory environment-friendly tools such as the fraud and alert system play in
marketing the origin. 
 
During Élan RDC 1.2, the Partnership for Gender Equity (PGE) pioneered the ground-breaking GESI-focused virtual and
in-person learning series. Building on PGE’s methodology and tools informed by international buyers, activities extended
specialized training, tailored self-assessment and action plans to improve and qualify their position as GESI-forward
operators. Efforts were buttressed by targeted analyses conducted by the specialty crops and GESI teams. 
 
Similarly, Élan RDC has navigated traceability pilots with two leading coffee exporters, one leading the market test of Tip
the Farmer, an initiative that literally brought traceability to life—linking Virunga Coffee Co.-supported producers to
South Africa-based customers at all Bean There Coffee and Motherland Coffee Co. Locations. 

The Role of Élan RDC 

Since 2014, Élan RDC and its partners have taken a holistic approach to raise DRC’s visibility and market
awareness. Examples include, the flurry of joint marketing with the establishment and evolution of Saveur du
Kivu, increased visibility at major trade fairs (e.g., Specialty Coffee Association, African Fine Coffees Association),
the launch of the Developing Origins for the Future series, and ongoing advocacy efforts to maintain a
transparent, inclusive and business-friendly environment. 
 
Congo’s cocoa and coffee transformation is rooted in the fundamentals of good practice and sounds plans to
carry them forward. As production and productivity gains increasing alongside sourcing activities, Congolese
industry must remain focused on preserving their unique and shared space to market and uphold an inviting
and supportive environment conducive to trade. 

Results 

Partners 
Given the interconnected nature of business environment and sector-wide marketing activities,
intervention partners mirror those listed above. 
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https://www.genderincoffee.org/
https://www.genderincoffee.org/tools
https://www.elanrdc.com/latest-news/2018/09/17/2018-9-13-tip-the-farmer-at-your-local-coffee-shop
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This report was made possible through a collaborative effort between our donor,
government, NGO, and private sector partners. We want to thank Aditi Rajyalaxmi, Team
Leader, Private Sector Development and Investment Team, FCDO, and the rest of the
FCDO team for scoping, inputs, and review. Our appreciation, as well, to Lucine Le Moal,
Team Leader, Élan RDC, for her leadership and guidance across Élan RDC's sectors.
Lastly, our work would not be possible without support from our private sector, NGO,
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